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Dear reader,
We are proud to present the annual report 2018.
The eScience Center continued to collaborate with
many partners to advance academic research
with digital technologies across all domains.
In 2018 our organization grew from 54 to 67
employees. This year, our focus was on managing
that growth and strengthening the foundation
for our collaborative organization. We launched
two new calls for proposals, in collaboration
with several new partners, in the areas of space
research and research on cardiovascular disease
and we kicked off many new projects, in particular
in the areas of computational energy research
and digital humanities.
An important milestone this year was the launch
of our first Flagship project: eWaterCycle II.
By focusing the efforts of a number of eScience
Research Engineers at one project, we aim to
increase our scientific impact on a specific
community. eWaterCycle II is a collaboration
with hydrology researchers at Delft University
of Technology, University of Utrecht, Wageningen
University and Deltares. This report features a
short story on the eWaterCycle II collaboration.

for partner organizations has been publicly
released. This is an important step towards
FAIR software.
Looking forward, 2019 will be an important year
for the eScience Center. We are organizing an
external evaluation, which will take place in the
first half of 2019. Over the past years we have
worked hard to advance academic research
with digital technologies and methodologies,
with a great team of eScience experts and many
partners across many disciplines. We are proud
to present the impact and quality of our work to
the review committee.
I hope that you enjoy reading this report and
I look forward to another year of successful
collaborations.

Prof. dr. Wilco Hazeleger,
Director Netherlands eScience Center

In November 2018 we hosted the International
IEEE eScience Conference. This has been a
great opportunity to increase our profile on an
international level. Our team worked hard to
make this conference a success, and it showed.
We welcomed more than 350 participants –
more than doubling last year’s number. Our new
approach, involving research disciplines from the
humanities to astronomy, was received with a lot
of enthusiasm by all participants.
And last but not least, after the launch of the
Research Software Directory (RSD) in 2017 we
are pleased with the interest of national and
international partners, resulting in engagement
with a series of targeted introduction meetings
and workshops. On an international level we did
this at the IEEE eScience conference and the
DI4R conference. The RSD itself is moving towards
a federated setup to make the effort scalable,
and the software to setup additional RSDs
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1. Projects
66 collaborative
projects in 2018
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ASTRON

DANMARKS METEOROLOGISKE INSTITUT

Triple-A 2
Accelerating Astronomical Applications 2

Blue-Action
Arctic Impact on Weather and Climate

Dr. John Romein

Dr. Steffen M. Olsen

DIRAC
Distributed Radio Astronomical Computing
Dr. Sarod Yatawatta

Error Detection and Error Localization
Approaches for Radio Telescope System Health
Management

DELFT UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY		
AutoGraph
Automated multi-scale Graph manipulation
with topological and flow-based methods
Prof. dr. Hans van Lint

Dr. Albert-Jan Boonstra

Parallelisation of multi point-cloud registration
Studying subcellular structures and functions

AA-ALERT
Access and Acceleration of the Apertif Legacy
Exploration of the Radio Transient Sky

Dr. Bernd Rieger

Dr. Joeri van Leeuwen

A phase field model to guide the
development of batteries
Safer batteries with higher energy densities

LOFAR
Unlocking the LOFAR Long Term Archive

Dr. Marnix Wagemaker

Dr. Hanno Holties

eWaterCycle II
Overcoming the challenge of locality using
a Community Multi-Model Environment

CICERO NOORWEGEN		

Prof. dr. Nick van de Giesen

TWEX
Translating Weather Extremes into the Future
Dr. Jana Sillmann

CWI		
FEDMix
Fusible Evolutionary Deep Neural
Network Mixture Learning from Distributed
Data for Robust Medical Image Analysis
Dr. Peter Bosman

Scalable high-fidelity simulations
Providing detailed insight into
high-pressure injection phenomena
Dr. Stefan Hickel

FAIRifying eWaterCycle
SWITCH-ON
Dr. Rolf Hut

EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY		

IMPACT
Software Analytics for the monitoring and
assessment of the global impact of eScience
Software on eStep

sustainable energy applications

Prof. dr. Jurgen Vinju

Dr. Alexey Lyulin

Towards Large-Scale Cloud-Resolving Climate
Simulations
Understanding the interaction between clouds
and the large-scale circulation

GlamMap
Visual Analytics for the World’s Library Data

MULTIXMAS
Multiscale simulations of excitations
dynamics in molecular materials for

Prof. dr. Bettina Speckmann

Prof. dr. Daan Crommelin

Projects
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Algorithmic Geo-visualization
From Theory to Practice
Prof. dr. Bettina Speckmann

Passing XSAMS
New tools for researchers in plasma,
combustion and chemical reactor science

MAASTRICHT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTRE
DTL Semantic Analysis of radiology Reports
utilizing Lexicon
Unlocking large volumes of knowledge locked in
natural text
Dr. Leonard Wee

Dr. Jan van Dijk

MAASTRO CLINIC		
KNMI		
MAGIC
Metrics and Access to Global Indices
for Climate Projections

Data quality in a distributed learning
environment
Vast amounts of data to improve cancer
treatment decisions

Prof. dr. Gerard van der Steenhove

Prof. dr. Andre Dekker

PRIMAVERA
Process-based climate simulation: Advances in
high-resolution modelling and European climate
risk assessment
Dr. Malcolm Roberts

NIKHEF		
Automated Parallel Calculation of Collaborative
Statistical Models
Large scale statistical data analysis in
particle physics
Dr. Wouter Verkerke

MARITIME RESEARCH INSTITUTE NETHERLANDS
'Digital twins: monitoring ships' state in real-time
Advanced real time remote sensor data handling
and analytics to assist the design of cleaner,
safer and smarter ships
Anke Cotteleer and Fenneke Sterlini

KONINKLIJKE BIBLIOTHEEK DEN HAAG
Deep learning OCR post-correction
Evaluation and post-correction of OCR of
digitised historical newspapers
Dr. Janneke van der Zwaan

LUDWIG MAXIMILIAN UNIVERSITY OF MUNICH
OPEN UNIVERSITY HEERLEN		
PROCESS
PROviding Computing solutions for ExaScale
ChallengeS

EviDENce
Ego Documents Events Modelling

Prof. dr. Dieter Kranzlmüller

Dr. Susan Hogervorst

UTRECHT UNIVERSITY		
Bridging the gap
Digital Humanities and the Arabic-Islamic corpus
Prof. dr. Christian Lange

DeepRank
Scoring 3D protein-protein interaction models
using deep learning

SURF UTRECHT
Enlighten Your ReseaArch (EYRA) Benchmark
Platform
Applying algorithms on benchmarks from
various scientific disciplines
Dr. Adriënne Mendrik and Dr. Annette Langedijk (SURF)

Prof. dr. Alexandre Bonvin

Projects
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TILBURG UNIVERSITY		
TICCLAT
Text-Induced Corpus Correction and Lexical
Assessment Tool
Dr. Martin Reynaert

UK MET OFFICE

High spatial resolution phenological modelling
at continental scales
Understanding phenological variability
Dr. Raul Zurita-Milla

Emotion Recognition in Dementia
Advancing technology for multimodal analysis of
emotion expression in everyday life
Prof. dr. Gerben Westerhof

EUropean Climate Prediction system
Developing an innovative European regional
ensemble climate prediction system
Chris Hewitt

UNIVERSITY OF EXETER		

Computation of the Optical Properties
of nano structures
Accurate and Efficient Computation of
the Optical Properties of Nanostructures
for Improved Photovol
Prof. dr. Jaap van der Vegt

Genetics of sleep patterns
Detecting human sleep from wearable
accelerometer data without the aid of
sleep diaries

City Cloud
From the Things to the Cloud and back
Dr. Nirvana Meratnia

Dr. Micheal Weedon

UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN		
NEWSGAC
Advancing Media History by genre classification

A light in the dark: quantum Monte Carlo
meets solar energy
Quantum Monte Carlo meets solar energy
conversion
Prof. dr. Claudia Filippi

Prof. dr. Marcel J. Broersma

UNIVERSITY OF MAASTRICHT		
Visual Storytelling of Big Imaging Data
Storytelling as a means of visual
data communication
Prof. dr. Jos Roerdink

FAIR is as FAIR does
Integrating data publishing principles in
scientific workflows
Dr. Michel Dumontier

Stochastic multiscale Climate models
Coupling an implicit low-resolution model
to an explicit high-resolution ocean model
Dr. Fred Wubs

Parallel-in-time methods for the propagation of
uncertainties in wind-farm simulations
Studying uncertainties in large
eddy simulations of wind farms
Prof. dr. Roel Verstappen

UNIVERSITY OF TWENTE		
What Works When for Whom?
Advancing therapy change process research
Dr. Anneke Sools

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER UTRECHT
Googling the cancer genome
Identification and prioritization of cancercausing structural variations in patient-derived
whole genome sequencing data
Dr. Jeroen de Ridder

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM		
Detecting Anomalous Behaviour in the
Amsterdam ArenA
Location analytics based on data
collected with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
sensors in the Amsterdam ArenA
Prof. dr. Sander Klous
Projects
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eEcoLiDAR
eScience infrastructure for Ecological
applications of LiDAR point clouds

3D-e-Chem
Efficient exploitation of the massive amount of
modern-day life science data

Dr. W. Daniel Kissling

Dr. Chris de Graaf

iDark
The intelligent Dark Matter Survey

A methodology and ecosystem for
many-core programming
Boosting the performance of current
and future programs

Dr. Sascha Caron

Dynaslum
Data-driven modeling and decision
support for slums
Dr. Michael Lees

e-MUSC
Enhancing Multiscale Computing

Prof. dr. Henri Bal

eScience Technology to Boost Quantum
Dot Energy Conversion
More efficient lighting and solar energy
conversion devices
Dr. Ivan Infante

Prof. dr. Alfons Hoekstra

VU UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER		
Uncovering Networks of Corporate Control
An interactive web-based platform to investigate
the dynamics of global corporate networks
Dr. Frank W. Takes

3D printing of human body parts
Deep learning algorithms for more
accurate implants
Maureen van Eijnatten, MSc

SecConNet
Smart, secure container networks for
trusted Big Data Sharing
Dr. Paola Grosso

SIM-CITY
Decision Support for Urban Social
Economic Complexity

WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY
Prediction of Candidate Genes for Traits
Using Interoperable Genome Annotations and
Literature
Enabling precision breeding
Prof. dr. Richard Visser

Prof. dr. Peter Sloo

Inside the Bubble filter
A framework for deep semantic analysis of
mobile news consumption traces

ERA-URBAN
Environmental Re-Analysis of Urban Areas:
Quantifying high-resolution energy and water
budgets of European cities

Dr. Wouter van Atteveldt

Prof. dr. Bert Holtslag

VLPB		

Data-mining tools for abrupt climate change
Updating our knowledge on abrupt climate change

VLPB-AVE2
The Virtual Laboratory for Plant Breeding

Dr. Sebastian Bathiany

Dr. Jan de Sonneville

Integrated omics analysis for small moleculemediated host-microbiome interactions
Advancing our understanding of molecular
mechanisms of health and disease

VU UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM		
Enhancing protein-drug binding prediction
Predicting protein-drug binding affinities

Prof. dr. Dick de Ridder

Dr. Daan Geerke
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2. Scientific impact
Our impact on science
Our team of eScience experts collaborates with researchers from all
disciplines. Below are featured stories on three of our collaborations in 2018.
One story features our first Flagship project, eWaterCycle II, which started
in 2018. This research project between an internationally renowned domain
scientist (supported by a collaborative and excellent scientific community in
the Netherlands) and multiple eScience Research Engineers aims to increase
the sustainable impact of the eScience Center’s work on academic research.
We also successfully launched two new joint thematic calls: The Big Data &
Health Call directed at cardio-vascular diseases, and the GO Call directed at
earth and planetary science.

106
We received 106 project proposals requesting
our expertise and funding in 2018

12
We completed 12 projects in 2018

46
We published 46 papers in 2018.
≥ View all papers at
www.esciencecenter.nl/publications

8
We acquired 8 new externally funded projects

Scientific impact
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3. Featured Stories

eWaterCycle II

Nice hydrographs for everyone from everyone
“Nice hydrographs! Can you now compare your
model to ‘that other hydrology groups model’?”
In the eWaterCycle II project, we are developing a
framework in which hydrological modellers can work
together in a collaborative environment.

≥ View photo essay
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Scientific impact
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Analyzing the
‘life’ of
newspapers
with Machine
Learning

What is the role and function of news and journalism
in, and for, society? And how does this role change
over time? The NEWSGAC project studies how
genres in newspapers and television news can be
detected automatically using Machine Learning
technology.

≥ View photo essay
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Scientific impact
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What we can learn
from tomatoes—
Feeding the planet
with improved
plant breeding.

How can science help to ensure food and nutrient
availability for our continuously growing world
population? A potential answer lies in the genetic
characteristics of the tomato, according to research
team of the candYgene project.

≥ View photo essay
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Scientific impact
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4. Research Software
Software has become an integral part of academic research. The Research
Software Directory is one of the vehicles by which the eScience Center
aims to encourage the re-use of software across disciplines. Read more
about the RSD in the featured blogpost: "The Reseach Directory and how it
promotes software citation" on blog.esciencecenter.nl. National partners
were very positive about the Research Software Directory – resulting in a
series of targeted introductions in meetings, workshops and conferences.
The Research Software Directory is now moving towards a federated setup
to make it scalable, and the software to setup additional Directories for
partner organizations has been publicly released.

114
Linked scientific
publications

95%
Projects based
on free and open
source code

30
Unique mainstream
media publications

88
Number of software
packages in the RSD
as of November 2018

76
Organizations
co-developing our
research software

86

276
Total mentions of our
software packages
in for example
journal articles,
presentations,
newspaper articles
or blog posts

Software package
with a DOI

Research Software
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Jump start your
Python project
with this template.
Spend less time creating high quality software.

≥ Read more on
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Portable HPC
workflows with
Snakemake and
Xenon
Migrate your distributed computing workflows to
different remote machines in minutes instead of days
≥ Read more on
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Flavour your linked
data with garlic.
Explore linked data collections via Web-API’s—zero
coding required

≥ Read more on
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Research Software
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5. Coordinating eScience

International IEEE eScience
Conference 2018

≥ Read more

Over 350 scientific researchers attended the 14th edition of the International
IEEE eScience Conference. This conference brought together leading
international researchers and offered a platform for digital technologies
to advance research - from the humanities to the physical sciences. The
conference featured 8 workshops, 4 special focused sessions on research
disciplines and over 75 talks in total. The aim of this annual conference is
cross-fertilization across academic disciplines, to advance academic research
by fully exploiting the use of digital technologies.

Coordination
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Netherlands
Research Software
Engineer
Community
In 2018 we initiated the first meetup of the
Netherlands Research Software Engineer
Community (NL-RSE), and co-organized the WSSSPE
6.1 Workshop - an international community-driven
workshop that promotes sustainable research
software. After one year, the community already
unites more than 150 research software developers
from over 30 institutes across the Netherlands.
Visit nl-rse.org for more information about the
community.

Young eScientist
Award 2018
Esther Bron (postdoc researcher at the Biomedical
Imaging Group Rotterdam, Erasmus MC) has been
awarded the Young eScientist Award 2018. Gennady
Roshchupkin (Erasmus UMC) and Meike Nauta
(University of Twente) were nominated for the award.
The prize aims to stimulate a young scientist
demonstrating excellence in eScience: the
development or application of digital technology to
address scientific challenges. The prize will be used to
undertake a joint research project, in which Esther will
receive support by eScience Research Engineers.

≥ Read more on
www.esciencecenter.nl

Coordination
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Active in Open Science
discussions
During IEEE International eScience Conference 2018 we hosted a special
session on ‘Making Open Science a Reality: Rewards, Incentives & Support’ with
Stan Gielen (NWO) and Erik Fledderus (SURF). We were active in the National
Platform Open Science, and we promoted the practice of FAIR (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable) data, FAIR and open software and the
importance of re-use, transparency and reproducibility of research. With various
workshops and training for researchers we advocate open science and show
how to do open science in practice. We participated in the Horizon 2020 EOSC
pilot project with two demonstrations, one in radio-astronomy and one in water
resources research.  With PLAN-E, the Platform of National eScience Centers in
Europe, we organized a workshop on eScience, FAIR Science and the European
Open Science Cloud. We participated in discussions on the future of open
science in Europe, with a focus on research software. With ePLAN, the platform
for data-intensive and compute-intensive research in the Netherlands, we
organized a workshop on the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) which was
attended by many Dutch key stakeholders. In this way we show how advanced
digital technologies can be used to do open science in practice.

Coordination
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Workshops, trainings and
presentations
In collaboration with many other organizations we organized workshops and
trainings, and gave presentations on developing and applying research software.
We started the year with essential skills workshops where we introduced
Scientific Data Analysis in Python and Version Control. We also covered
collaboration with Git and GitHub. Our September 2018 round of essential
skills focused on good practices in research software using newly developed
material from the carpentries (which we helped developing). This workshop was
a collaboration with SURFsara with a focus on High Performance Computing
for Research. Next to the essential skills workshops we were also invited to
participate in the BQ-Minded, CLARIAH, and CDT summer schools where we
gave workshops covering various topics such as Git/Github, Python, Jupyter
notebooks, NetCDF and cartopy
≥ For more information on our eScience Academy Workshops, visit
escience-academy.github.io

Coordination
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Research and software:
perspectives from different
communities
Our work is driven by the challenges faced by academic researchers, which is
why we want to deeply understand the needs and objectives of our Principal
Investigators. We are convinced that by working together with researchers from
different academic disciplines and technology areas we can advance the state
of academic research. For this reason we came together with all our Principal
Investigators in April 2018, with the goal to jointly signal challenges and to
formulate opinions and solutions at the intersection of software and academic
research. The day provided valuable new input for the eScience Center on the
needs of different research communities.

≥ Read more on
blog.esciencecenter.nl

Coordination
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Nationale
Wetenschapsagenda VWData
Startimpulsprogramma

We continued to contribute to the coordination of the NWA Big Data
‘startimpulsprogramma’ VWData – which saw its kick-off in February 2018. VWData
consists of several projects with the overarching question of how to use Big Data in a way
that is both judicially and ethically responsible and societally acceptable.

≥ Visit
www.vw-data.nl

Coordination
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6. Our budget in 2018
The majority of our budget is directed towards funding and conducting
projects. In those projects we connect the world of scientific questions
and research challenges from domain sciences with the world of data and
computer sciences and digital infrastructures. We want the knowledge
and tools we develop in these collaborations to be open to the academic
community – part of our budget is therefore directed towards coordination
activities, the development of the Research Software Directory and
encouraging the re-use of research software through workshops.

Communication 2%
Operations 14%
Management 4%
R&D activities / workshops etc. 9%
Coordination activities 4%
Research projects & call activities 67%

Total budget: 6.079 M Euro

Budget
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7. About us

17
Number of
nationalities

65
Oldest team member

≥ Get to know our team
at esciencecenter.nl
/people

13
New team members

21
Blog posts on
eScience-related
topics we care about

23
Youngest team
member

67 team
members
49 Male
18 Female

About us
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8. Upcoming projects
in 2019
MOSAIC
MOdelling Sea level And Inundation for Cyclones
Dr. P.J. Ward
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Monitoring tropical forest recovery capacity using
RADAR Sentinel satellite data
Demonstrating the potential of European Sentinel
satellite data
Dr. ir. J. Verbesselt
Wageningen University

Understanding visually grounded spoken language
via multitasking
An alternative approach for intelligent systems to
understand human speech
Dr. G. Chrupala
Tilburg University

ePODIUM
Early Prediction of Dyslexia in Infants Using Machine
learning
Dr. H.G. Schnack
University Medical Center Utrecht

Upcoming projects
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Netherlands eScience Center
Science Park 140
1098 XG Amsterdam
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 888 41 97
info@eScienceCenter.nl
www.eScienceCenter.nl
www.twitter.com/eScienceCenter
www.linkedin.com/company/
netherlands-escience-center
blog.esciencecenter.nl
2018.esciencecenter.nl
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